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Introduction
“Golf is deceptively simple, and endlessly complicated. It satisfies the soul, and
frustrates the intellect. It is at the same time rewarding and maddening—and it is
without a doubt the greatest game mankind has ever invented.”
Arnold Palmer, the King

Golf has always been much more than the sport of choice for the established
individual; it’s a way of life. Today, this lifestyle is no longer limited to the affluent. It’s
increasingly becoming more accessible to almost anyone, worldwide. What’s more,
young golfers such as Tiger Woods and Michelle Wie have created a new generation
of golf enthusiasts, spreading the game’s popularity.
The international success of Australian golfers such as Greg Norman, Stuart
Appleby and Adam Scott has seen golf’s popularity rise in Australia, now considered
one of our national sports. Even some of our courses down under are listed as top
ranking, alongside Pine Valley and Augusta.
But if you had but a few months to live, which courses would you visit? We’ve listed
five of the greats all golfers should visit at least once in their lifetime…
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Pinehurst No. 2, North Carolina
What would a golf holiday be without a game
at the great Pinehurst No. 2? Being one of
Donald Ross’ many mind-blowing designs, it
not surprisingly makes one laugh and cry at
the same time.
Its carefully placed topographic features
create an exhilarating experience, every time.
It is a challenging course not only due to its
length, unpredictable routing, water features
or green size, but rather due to its combination of rolling greens, and carefully placed
bunkers that test both the long and short game. It begs to challenge, and often
proves superior.
As Ross said himself, it is “the fairest test of championship golf”, ranked in the top 10
in the country, and home to more championships than any other course in the
country, including the 1999 and 2005 Open.

Donald Ross
Donald Ross was arguably one of the most influential golf
course designers in the history of golf, and had a substantial
contribution to laying the foundation of America’s golf
industry. During the years of 1900 to 1948, Ross contributed
to the design/ redesign of over 600 courses. One of his most
famous designs is that of the great Pinehurst No. 2, where
he displayed impeccable attention to detail and showcased
his most famous trademark of the crowned “turtleback”
green. Designed in the ‘30s, Ross revolutionised the
traditional greens keeping practices in the southern US
when he transformed the putting surfaces from oiled sand to
Bermuda grass. As noted by Jack Nicklaus, “His stamp as
an architect was naturalness.” Ross was admitted into the
World Golf Hall of Fame in 1977, a rare privilege for anyone
other than players.
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Pinehurst No. 2 is a perfect example of the deep thought and expertise that goes into
the design of such great works of art. The course is laid out on relatively ordinary
terrain, which makes Ross’ work even more difficult, yet his finished product even
more genius. His original design, in 1907, consisted of flat, square and un-contoured
sand greens. Many years of experimenting and re-designing later, in 1935, he
completed his improved masterpiece, down to the grassing of his greens. Today it is
considered one of the most challenging and superlative courses in the world.
From the tee, No. 2 doesn’t have the look or feel of one of the greatest layouts in the
world, however just over the famous turtleback greens, it beckons for skill. Small
ridges, humps and crests, cutting across the putting surfaces make the targets
almost frightful. Each player undergoes the mental battle of balancing the penalty
awaiting a long approach shot, with the longing to hit beyond the raised frontal areas.
For those accustomed to hit at pins, and slightly off their game, it can seem a brutal
and repetitive test as a miss generally leaves a nasty chip or putt back up a sharp
slope and onto a quick green that is tilted away from play.

The Highlights
•
•

•
•

The mid-length 3rd with its shallow green calling for
true skill and poise to hit and hold
The vexing par four 5th hole which climbs a ridge before featuring an
awe-inspiring second shot into a rising green angled across the
fairway. Then hold on as you chip from that awkward position up
onto a narrow tabletop-like pinnacle shelf.
Approaching the 7th hole and the cross-valley par three 9th, with its
raised target, also calls for skill.
The clever mid-length par fours that are the 12th and 13th holes

Although it is a private course, where guests can only enter if accompanied by a
member, there is opportunity to conquer this legendary course through some golf
tours.
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Pebble Beach Links, California
“If I had only one more round to play, I would choose to play it at Pebble Beach. I’ve
loved this course from the first time I saw it. It’s possibly the best in the world.”
– Jack Nicklaus
“It was about as close to heaven as you can get”
“Every hole is memorable in its own way”
“Probably the most beautiful course in the country if not the world”
Dubbed the greatest golf course in America, Pebble Beach is not only a golf
course…it’s euphoria. Home to some of the most memorable championships in the
history of professional golf, amateur players are welcomed to sense the presence of
some of the game’s biggest legends. Experience the exquisite beauty and unique
challenge that has thrilled even the most experienced players, and spectators alike.
Pebble Beach lies on a rugged coastline
offering an uninterrupted, limitless panorama of
Carmel Bay and beyond, stretching out to the
Pacific Ocean south of the beautiful Monterey
Peninsula. The challenge of cliff-side fairways
and sloping greens add an extra element of
beauty, as they require finesse and poise to
master.
Perhaps, the most captivating aspect of this
course is its consistency in design since its
original layout, designed by amateur champions
(and amateur designers) Jack Neville and
Douglas Grant. Playing on the course today is
almost identical to playing it the day it was
opened. The course is a testament to the
extraordinary talent and vision of these two
great visionaries.

“It was all there in plain sight…Years before it was built, I could see this place as a golf
links. Nature had intended it to be nothing else. All we did was cut away a few trees,
install a few sprinklers, and sow a little seed.”
- Jack Neville, San Francisco Chronicle, 1972
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Jack Neville

Jack Neville had more experience as an amateur
golfer than a designer at the time Samuel F.B. Morse
hired him to co-design the Pebble Beach course as
we know it today. Under the age of 20, Neville was
already a two-time past champion of the California
State Amateur championship, which he would then go
on to win five more times. His final two championships
were won on his own Pebble Beach Golf Links in
1922 and 1929 where he was paired with the
legendary Bobby Jones for two rounds of medal play
in the US Amateur. Neville did not continue designing
courses after Pebble Beach except for preparing
Pebble Beach for the 1972 US Open and the

Douglas Grant
Like Neville, Douglas Grant had little experience in course design and was
more experienced in playing golf. Grant’s record included wins such as the
1908 Pacific Coast Championship and in 1918 he won the California
Amateur Championship after a few attempts and runner-up titles. Grant
returned home to England in late 1919, where he went on to win many other
championships as well as served as Captain of the Royal St. Georges Golf
Club in Sandwich, England.

Pebble Beach today
After completion of the course in 1919, Pebble Beach has undergone some
significant changes that have led it to become the remarkable course it is today.
In 1922, the original 379 yard (347m), par-4 18th hole was transformed into the 548
yard (501m), par-5 hole that makes it simply the best finishing hole in modern golf.
In 1929, Pebble Beach underwent a transformation in preparation for its first National
Championship, however, in keeping with its original figure eight routing, which exists
to this day. The prep team re-shaped and re-bunkered every green; moved the first
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tee to create today’s well known dog-leg opening hole; reconfigured the 10th hole in
order to move the 9th to the coastline; added length to the 2nd and 14th holes and
extended the 16th by another 100 yards (approximately 91m) by moving the green
behind a grove of trees where a natural depression exists.

The new 5th hole
Almost 60 years later, an unexpected innovation revolutionised Pebble Beach – the
creation of the new 5th hole. Golf legend, Jack Nicklaus is credited for the impressive
change, which involved placing the original inlaid hole on a parcel of exceptional
oceanfront land which the Pebble Beach Company had hoped to re-acquire for 80
years, after owner Samuel F.B. Morse sold it in 1915. From that moment on, when
you visit Pebble Beach you see the coast as the original designers intended: framed
by a dazzling, uninterrupted golf course landscape. And the bridge that links the
storied past of Pebble Beach, named Sam’s Crossing in honour of the man whose
vision this long-missing oceanfront link now fulfills.
Some more recent adjustments have been made to the course in preparation for the
2010 US Open Championships to heighten the challenge and enhance player
appreciation, including extending the total course to the current 7040 yards (6437m).
Pebble Beach has been no stranger to wacky weather, creating some unforgettable
moments in the history of the course. One memory that stands out to most avid
golfers is the famed “snow on the Crosby” moment where during the 1962 AT&T
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am (originally labeled “The Crosby Clambake” or more
informally, “The Crosby”) the final round was delayed due to some unpredicted
snow. This was the first time in 40 years it had snowed on the Monterey Peninsula,
prompting golf professional Jimmy Demeret to make his famous remark “I know I got
loaded last night, but how did I end up in Squaw Valley?” referring to a ski resort in
California. The tournament was completed on the following day, and has rarely
snowed at Pebble Beach since!
Alongside the weather, players also have to watch out for another unannounced
competitor – nature itself, which has led to various somewhat humorous moments
over the years. Arnold Palmer seemed to be the most vulnerable to nature, where in
1963 and 1964 he was consecutively wiped out of the competition due to an
unfortunate shot off the rocks at the 17th hole. Later, in 1967, all spectators were
speechless as they pondered the odds of Palmer hitting not one but two balls off the
same tree as he tried for the green on his second shot! Both balls ricocheted out of
bounds, and earned him a nine on the hole, causing him to finish the day in third
place, behind Nicklaus and Billy Casper. In a deserved turn of events, however, a
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sudden burst of karma, nature produced a storm that same night that uprooted
“Palmers Tree” knocking it to the ground!
Pebble Beach has hosted many celebrity players at their Amateur Championships,
including Bing Crosby, Ben Hogan, Bob Hope, Dean Martin, Jack Lemmon and Clint
Eastwood. Celebrities that are scheduled to appear in the 2011 National Pro-Am
include: actors Anthony Anderson, Andy Garcia, Craig T. Nelson, Chris O’Donnell,
Ray Romano, Kurt Russell and Kevin Costner as well as other personalities such as
professional footballers Tony Romo and Herman Edwards and comedians Jackie
Flynn and Tom Dreesen, to name a few.
Pebble Beach Links course has hosted the US Masters five times in the past,
including the US Masters Centennial year in 2000. The course will host the
tournament a sixth time in 2019, when the legendary links will celebrate its own
centennial anniversary.
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St Andrews Links – Old Course, Scotland
The words “St Andrews” resonates with golfers of any level or experience three
additional words:
Home of Golf.
Whether the game originated in Belgium, Germany or China, Scotland is without a
doubt the birthplace of the modern game.
The old course at St Andrews is the oldest course in the world. It has been in action
since at least 1457 when the game was banned from its common ground by King
James II. There is a romantic notion to this course as its history dates back to an
unfathomable time in the distant past, with fewer and fewer records of it the further
back you look. This ambiguity that is St. Andrews creates a certain charm and
mystery that captivates and enthralls every visitor.
Originally sporting 22-holes, The Old Course
has slowly evolved over time with its basic
features shaped naturally. For example,
fairways were formed by grazing sheep, and
bunkers shaped by animals sheltering from the
wind.
In 1764 the course was reduced to 18 holes,
generating the standard golf course
configuration. 1848 saw the fairways double in
width, creating the opportunity for strategic
design, forcing the players to take longer
routes around hazards or risk danger by
continuing directly to the target.
Over the years, the Old Course has hosted more British Open Championships than
any other and has crowned champions including the famed Tiger Woods, Bobby
Jones, Sam Snead, Arnold Palmer, Nick Faldo and a host of other equally famous
individuals.
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Sam Snead
‘Slammin’ Sammy’ as he was affectionately known, carved a truly
remarkable career spanning four decades, accumulating accolades
and achievements frequently throughout, making him one of the
world’s best. Considered by many to have the perfect swing, Snead
was renowned for his length of the tee and the creativity and
imagination he brought to his short game. He has an imposing
record of achievements ranking among the greats, perhaps best,
highlighted by a total of 82 PGA tour wins - a tour record that
remains untouched to this day. Winning seven Majors, including
three Masters, Snead holds the record for the oldest PGA tour
winner, taking out the Greater Greensboro Open for the eighth time
(also a record) at the ripe old age of 52. Known for his relaxed
attitude, regularly playing barefoot in tournaments, Snead was a true
character of the game and his immense achievements were rightly
recognised in 1998 when he was awarded the PGA Lifetime
Achievement Award, a tribute which elevates him into exclusive
company with only nine players achieving such a status, including
George W. Bush, Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer.

Today, the Old Course seems less than remarkable. Despite the amazing and vastly
historic surrounds, the course itself looks rather flat and seemingly moulded into a
narrow strip of land. Each individual hole is lacking clear definition, and the out and
back layout looks simple and fairly ordinary from a distance.
However, do not be fooled. The Old Course is the oldest existing course for a reason
– it still has plenty of fight left to break even the very best.
Players are warned to watch out for the
numerous hidden pot bunkers, many of
them a deceiving and frankly fearsome
depth. Fairways are far from flat, designed
to sport subtle undulations and natural
contours that you’ll never see coming, all
in the attempt to guard and frame the
greens. Speaking of which, the greens too
have their quirks, creating another widely
recognised and rare feature of the Old
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Course. Seven greens are double in size, serving two fairways and sharing two
holes. Several of these demoralising greens size up to over an acre, demanding a
very special putting talent.
The old course is also home to one of The Road Holes (the 17th at St Andrews)
which any devout golfer would agree is one of the world’s most famous and scary
golf holes, many a time the deciding factor in the British Open Tournament. This hole
really is a treat as players must aim from the back tee over one corner of the Old
Course Hotel, not being able to anticipate where their hole will land. What would The
Road Hole be without the accompanying Road Hole Bunker, a deep sand bunker
that is extremely difficult to play out of. True to its name, the 17th hole is perilously
close to a tarmac roadway and a stone wall –one wayward shot could lead you to
take your next shot off the roadway, or you could send the ball ricocheting off the
wall and hope for the best with the following bounce!
As challenging as each feature may be, players also have the wind to contend with,
which often you cannot expect to be on your side. On a calm day, not a common
occurrence at St Andrews, the course rewards the careful thinker and a strategy.
However, on even a moderately windy day, the layout changes drastically, raising
the bar to an even greater level of difficulty.
Despite all this, however, the Old Course does not seek to destroy its challengers,
offering even the worst player a chance to end on a high with the beautifully
designed 18th hole, set in theatrical fashion with the enchanting medieval town in the
background and the Royal and Ancient Golf Club to the left. The short par-4 shot,
despite being protected by the burdensome and frightening Valley of Sin, onlookers
are always generous with applause. Take that moment and allow your mind to
wander, to imagine that you are partnered with Palmer or Nicklaus in the Open – its
all part of the magic of St Andrews.
There is no doubt that this is the Mecca of golf and that every golfer, from weekend
hacker to accomplished low handicapper, to touring pro, must play at least once in
their life. It is an emotional and personal experience which cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
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Augusta National, Georgia
The Augusta National Golf Course, home to the Masters, is widely recognized as the
number one golf course in the world, and also widely acclaimed as one of the most
beautiful. If you aren’t immediately awed by the 72 par, 7,435 yards of green where
some of the greatest games of golf ever played in tournament have taken place, then
entering the gate through Magnolia Lane and looking out onto the most recognisable
landmark in American golf, the three-story, white concrete clubhouse that was built in
1854 or the Founders Circle – a tribute to Bobby and Clifford, will certainly get any
golfing enthusiast excited.

Bobby Jones

Bobby Jones is world renowned as one of the greatest golf
legends in the history of the game itself. Peaking between the
years of 1923 and 1930, Bobby was the most successful amateur
golfer ever to compete on a national and international scale. He
dominated top-level amateur competition, winning 13 of the 21
major championships he entered. His astonishing record includes
five US Amateur Championships, one British Amateur
Championship, four US Open Championships and three British
Open Championships. In 1926, he was the first man to win the
Open in both countries in the same year! And, he achieved all this
and more before his 28th birthday, when he retired from
competitive golf, except for a yearly game at the Masters! Off the
green, Jones designed golf clubs, wrote books and even gave
instructional performances in various films. But, perhaps his
greatest and most recognised success was his co-founding of the
Masters Tournament and Augusta National Golf Club, where he
was named president in 1933 and remains President in Perpetuity
to this day.
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Clifford
Roberts

Along with Bobby, Clifford was the co-founder of Augusta National
Golf Club and served as chairman of the club from 1931 and
chairman of the Masters tournament from 1934. The tournament
made numerous transformations under Roberts’s direction which
are now considered a necessity in golf. He was the first to use a
series of leader boards placed throughout the course, and also
devised a system for showing the cumulative score of each player
– red for under par, green for zero and over par. Roberts also
worked closely with the television networks that broadcasted the
Masters.
Roberts received many awards and honours during his lifetime
including service on the PGA Advisory Committee from its inception
in 1943 and enshrinement in the prestigious World Golf Hall of
Fame in 1978, a year after his tragic death.
Roberts committed suicide by gunshot in 1977 on the banks of the
par-3 course at Augusta National.

"Perfect! And to think this ground has been lying here all these years waiting
for someone to come along and lay a golf course on it." – Bobby Jones
The course was designed by the great Alistair MacKenzie on the site of a former
Indigo Plantation where a great variety of flowering plants and trees, including a long
row of magnolias, which had been planted before the Civil War and the native
azalea, remained on the property. Jones saw the natural contours of the land as an
instant golf course, and decided to focus purely on the natural features to create the
necessary obstacles typical to golf courses of the day. For example, Jones preferred
to use natural mounds for bunkers, an innovation never before seen. Fortunately for
Jones, MacKenzie had the exact same epiphany, which made the duo a perfect
match.
Construction on the new course at Augusta commenced in early 1931, the course
opened in December 1932 with a limited amount of member play, prior to the official
opening in January 1933.
MacKenzie took great pride in his work at Augusta, believing it was destined to
become the premier inland course in the world. He died in 1934, only a few months
before the first invitational tournament, and without having seen the finished holes.
The first tournament was held on March 22, 1934, and was won by Horton Smith. In
autumn of that year the nines were reversed, the first deviation from the original
plans, ready for the 1935 tournament where Gene Sarazen hit “the shot heard ‘round
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the world” scoring a double eagle on the par 5 15th hole, tying Craig Wood and
forcing a playoff which Sarazen won by five strokes.
During the Second World War, the tournament was put on hold, and the grounds
were used to raise cattle and turkeys. The tournament was reopened in 1946 and
hasn’t been cancelled again since.
The 50’s brought two major victories by Ben Hogan and the first of four wins for
Arnold Palmer – becoming known as the King. In fact, Palmers win in 1958 began
the tradition of the Amen Corner, a landmark any golf enthusiast would dream to
play.
There’s never been a dull moment on the Augusta course, widely acclaimed as the
course where some of the world’s most exhilarating golf has been played. In 1986,
for example, golf legend Jack Nicklaus at age 46 donned his sixth green jacket, and
in 1997, Tiger Woods broke the tournament four-day scoring record that had stood
for the past 32 years!
At the 2001 Masters, Woods wowed the crowds yet again, winning his fourth
consecutive professional major. A year later he became the third player to win
consecutive Masters Titles and in 2005 he became the third person to win at least
four tournaments!

‘Augusta National provides shots which the greatest of all golfers has the utmost
difficulty in carrying out successfully, and yet it has only twenty-two bunkers, no
rough, and is a paradise for the average golfer.’ Dr Alister MacKenzie
The Masters was originally labeled the ‘Augusta National Invitation Tournament’ after
Bobby objected to Clifford’s suggestion of “the Masters”, thinking it was too
presumptuous. Five years later, however, Bobby gave in and the name was officially
changed. Many other early decisions, however, stuck and remain today including the
four-day stroke playing of 18 holes each day, instead of the then customary 36 holes
on the third day, thus eliminating qualifying rounds and denying permission for
anyone besides the player and caddie in the playing area.
Modifications to the course include: a new 16th hole, shifting the 7th green and
doubling and tidying the original 22 bunkers. More recently also, there have been
hundreds of yards added to the layout and trees and rough grass has been planted
to narrow the playing corridors.
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The Ailsa Course, Turnberry
Thanks to the legendary Mackenzie Ross, Turnberry today is one of the most
picturesque and extraordinary courses in Scotland, alongside St Andrews, of course!
This course is not as old as the Old Course at St Andrews; however, it certainly does
have an eventful history.
Turnberry’s origins date back to the year 1901, when the Marques of Ailsa
commissioned course architect Willie Fernie to design a course beside the stunning
West Ayrshire coastline. The Marques’s plan was to extend a rail line through
Turnberry to be able to service the course as well as a luxury hotel he had built.
By 1909 Fernie had added a second course, now known as the Ailsa. Sadly, during
the World Wars, the British Government used Turnberry as a hospital site, and
transformed the fairways into concrete runways for the Royal Air Service. Certain
parts of the air fields remain today, especially around the 12th and 13th holes.
Following World War II, Turnberry was left battered and seemingly without hope of
restoration, until world famous Scottish course architect Mackenzie Ross took the
site under his wing and recreated the course on what was left of the land.
Surprisingly, Ross found that much of the original golf land had lost the natural
contour that once existed before the runways were built. Hence, Ross cleverly
shifted the entire Ailsa Course closer to the sea and into the heavier coastal dunes
which were untouched by the Armed Forces since it was so close to the cliff-face.
Here Ross was able to create a grand scale links course that complimented the
spectacular site, build a serried of testing holes and an exceptional set of greens that
he first sculptures in plasticine for absolute precision! Ailsa now enjoys sweeping
views of the Irish Sea, the peaks of the Arran as well as the famous Ailsa Craig rock,
the perfect golf/tourist destination.
In terms of play, Ailsa begins tame and slowly builds to a level of difficulty similar to
that of a championship course. Despite its beauty, this is no walk in the park!
Following the 3rd hole, the course leads its players to the coast and then back along
a flattened portion of the property through a memorable zigzag motion along parallel
holes. This is particularly effective as it allows multiple changes in direction which
provides relief from the wind.
The strength of this course would no doubt be the
stretch of front nine holes – the 4th to the 8th in
particular that run along the high dune ridges that
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shield the layout from the sea. This stretch somewhat reminds players of Pebble
Beach as
they swing along the coastline. Turnberry’s most notorious holes, however, are the
9th, 10th and 11th which hug the coast and overlook the iconic and sheer beautiful
Turnberry lighthouse.
The 9th is arguably the best tee shot in the world, and at least Ailsa’s signature hole.
It is a one-off hole with a blind drive played from a rocky peninsula to a hogs-back
fairway that is almost impossible to hold. Players must then find a green which falls
away sharply on both sides. Essentially, players are aiming to drive the ball across
the corner of the bay. The next two holes are equally challenging and set in
breathtaking scenery down by the surf.
The next notable hole on the course is the 16th named Wee Burn. A 409 yard
(approximately 374 metres), par-4 that requires a straight and long tee shot. The
second shot is where the action is, where players typically hit from a slight downhill
incline to an oval shaped green that is quite difficult to hold. On the left, the green is
protected by a bunker and due to its length, it leaves you in the tall and hilly rough.
Additionally, the green also has sections sloping that could cause your ball to
ricochet in various directions. In layman’s terms, you are basically hitting from the top
of a hill, downhill over a chasm and then onto an elevated green!
The Ailsa course became famous throughout the world due to two Open
Championship legends: Jack Nicklaus and Tom Watson. During the 1977 British
Open, their rivalry was dubbed the “Duel in the Sun.” Their round lived up to the
name until the last shot, where Watson prevailed by one stroke!

Tom Watson
Nicknamed “Huckleberry Dillinger” in his early years for his innocent
looks disguising his unanticipated killer instinct on the green, Tom
Watson will likely best be remembered for his amazing comeback in the
2009 Open Championship, which, at the age of 60, following over 25
years of defeat, he led the tournament before being beaten in a single
playoff by American Stewart Cink. But to boil Watsons career down to
those four rounds of age-defying and downright incredible golf would be
a disservice to his wonderful career. Watson won a total of 9 Majors,
including two Masters and an astounding 5 Open Championships. He is
widely considered to be one of the greatest, if not the greatest links
golfer of all time, a view substantiated by his amazing consistency at
the Open Championships. Watson had a fierce rivalry with Jack
Nicklaus, the man whom he replaced as world number one, and many
of his Major’s victories were achieved with Nicklaus in pursuit.
He was voted PGA player of the year six times and was
inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame in 1988.
Watson will be labelled as a legend of the game and
as one of the most complete golfers, with no
discernable weaknesses, to have ever played.
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If it wasn’t for Ross who designed such a high caliber site, Turnberry’s Ailsa course
wouldn’t be the world class ranked course (among the top three in Britain, and
among the top 20 outside the US) it is today. Without a doubt this is one of the first
links courses selected on the itinerary of most travelling golfers, not only for its
challenge but for its beauty. All in all, Ailsa is beyond satisfying!
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The Royal Melbourne, Victoria Australia
Long ranked in the world's top 10, and Australia’s top 3, the Royal Melbourne is a
delight to play. Designed by legendary architect Alistair Mackenzie, it features all the
elements of strategic design that make it both challenging for professionals and
playable for amateurs.
Royal Melbourne's two courses, the East Course and the West Course, are each
ranked amongst the best in the world. Royal Melbourne has hosted numerous
national and international events, most famously the 1959 Canada Cup, and the
1970 World Cup. It was selected by the PGA Tour to hold the Presidents Cup for the
first time outside the United States in December 1998. The Club will also host the
Presidents Cup in 2011.
A combination of holes from each course is called the Composite Course and in
2007 Golf Digest magazine ranked the Composite Course as the sixth best course in
the world outside the United States.
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The Plantation Course, Maui Hawaii
The par 73, 7,411-yard Plantation Course, is the course of the champions. Site of the
PGA TOUR Hyundai Tournament of Champions each January featuring an elite field
of previous year's PGA TOUR winners, the field has included golf greats such as
Tiger Woods, Vijay Singh, Justin Leonard, Ernie Els, Davis Love III and many more.
The grand scale of the course designed by Ben Crenshaw and Bill Coore unfurls
across natural geographic formations and pineapple plantation fields that take your
breath away.
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Cape Kidnappers, New Zealand
Designed by legendary golf architect Tom Doak, the Cape Kidnappers par 71 golf
course measures 7,119 yards (6,510 meters) and will challenge golfers of all skill
levels. Completed in 2004, our spectacular New Zealand golf course has been hailed
as one of the great modern marvels in golf.

"Our goal in designing golf courses is to create interesting holes you
wouldn't find anywhere else. That wasn't hard to do at Cape Kidnappers,
because the site is not like anywhere else in golf. If it were any bigger or any
more dramatic, it would probably be cordoned off as a national park. It's an
overwhelming experience to stand up on the cliffs, 140 meters above sea
level, and look out across the waves far below in Hawke's Bay. Cape
Kidnappers is not true links terrain, with the wrinkles of sand dunes; instead
the land tilts toward the sea as a series of ridges jutting out toward the edge
of the cliffs. Yet, the play is seaside golf at its finest. The surface is firm and
fast, the conditions can be windy, and the player who can control his
trajectory will be master of the course. You'll hit shots over the tops of the
tea trees, and play along the edges of deep ravines. If you stray on your
approaches, you'll actually hope to get caught up in bunkers hanging off the
green's edge, some of them deeper than you've ever seen before. Three
times, you'll have to make the perilous leap from the end of one ridge to the
end of the next. And at the sixth and fifteenth holes it's possible to pull your
approach off the very end of the earth, though it will take nearly ten seconds
of hang time for your ball to reach the ocean below.”
Tom Doak, course architect
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About Teed Up
Are these courses on your bucket list?

At Teed Up, we are professionals in organised stress free golf
holidays. We, just like you, are golf fanatics and salivate over
any chance we get to experience the best.
Our set golf packages provide you with exclusive access to
leading hotels, resorts and championship golf courses around
Australia and the world. Take the opportunity to invest in the
Masters experience that has thrilled our customers many times
over. Enjoy a trip to seven of the greatest host courses of the British Open, even
catch a live viewing. Or, choose another of our customised packages to quench your
golfing thirst.
Our accredited staff will help you every step of the way from planning and booking to
your arrival and time on the course. Whether you want a quick golfing holiday
getaway or dream of seeing Tiger thump a drive off the first at Augusta, we have a
tailor-made package for you.
“I just wanted to say thanks for
a trip of a lifetime…
you made me feel very
welcome and the group got on
really well. It makes a huge
difference that you have been
going for so many years and
spend so much time with us.”
Brent Persico – Executive Recruiter

“To play on Pinehurst No.2 was a highlight of my golfing career to date”
John Ashley, CEO Australia Leisure Group
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